HAIR
BLOW-DRY
Short

€24

Extension blowdry from

Long

€26

O.A.P (Monday to Wednesday) €19

Curly

€32-€45

€45

LADIES WASH CUT AND FINISH
Stylist

€49

Restyle

Senior stylist

€55

O.A.P €10 off Monday to Wednesday

Up styles from

€45

GHD curls & waves from

€36

Dry-styling
4 styles to choose from

€19

Wash, blow-dry &
GHD curls or waves from

€45

€65

STYLING

COLOURING
Masking

€25

Pre-lightner & toner

€80

Gloss

€25

Tint and highlights from

€95

Tint/semi re-growth

€55

Tint/semi full

€65

Fashion colour & change of colour
price on request.

€125

Halfhead of balayage
including root tint

€100

€100

Halfhead of balayage
no root tint

€80

SPECIALITIES
Fullhead of balayage
including root tint
Fullhead of balayage
no root tint

Free hand colour application
Price on consultation

HIGHLIGHTS
Parting

€45

All colour prices exclude styling & cutting.

T-bar

€70

Half head

€85

Full head

€105

Redken & pureology conditioning,
scalp & exfoliating treatments
from €15 – €25

GOLD FEVER HAIR EXTENSIONS
Hair extensions are a wonderful way of
providing instant length, volume and style
to your own hair. The hair extensions we
offer provide every hair type, length and
colour. The application method involves
no heat, no glue, no keratin which in result
leads to no damage to the natural hair.
At ebano ballinteer we have over
12 years experience with hair extensions
and we have worked with most
methods, hair brands and applications

so to understand why we use the hair
extensions and method we use please
go to our website www.ebano.ie to
read more and remember hair extensions
are an investment so take your time to
research and educate yourself and see
why ebano ballinteer are leaders in the
hair extension industry.
Price on quotation
Contact us for your free consultation.

PLATINUM HAIR EXTENSIONS
Offering the finest Italian hair, we have
sought out this secondary high quality
brand as their experience sets them
apart from other companies. Platinum
Prestige is the crème de la crème in
terms of creating opulent volume and
luscious length, with there minute keratin
rich bonds they complete these 22 inch
superior quality strands.

Halfhead

€299

3/4 Head

€399

Fullhead

€499

Removal from €50 per hour
Contact us for your free consultation.

GENTS WASH CUT & FINISH
Senior stylist

€25

Kids

€19

BEAUTY
EYE CARE
We wax, tweeze, trim & thread eyebrows
with an artful eye leaving them looking
groomed and natural.
Eyebrow wax

€13

Eyebrow tweeze

€15

Eyebrow threading

€17

Eyebrow tint

€12

Eyelash tint

€16

Eye combo

€35

HD Brows

€36

Pro artists

€40

Yumi Lashes

€60

First time tinting requires
a 24 hr patch test.

LASH EXTENSIONS
Create longer, fuller, thicker more defined,
natural, weightless & sexy lashes.

Party lashes from

€22

1/2 set of mink lashes

€60

Strip lashes from

Fullset of Mink lashes

€89

Russian volume lashes

€95

Individual lashes from

€15
€15- €30

Express two week lashes

€35

MAKE UP
Eye application

€20

Bridal make up

€50

Application 30 mins

€35

Eye make up lesson

€40

Application 60 mins

€50

1hr lesson

€80

Champagne tan

€30

He-shi

€30

Bellaminanta

€40

AIR BRUSH TANNING
Our revolutionary tanning system gives
an impressive and natural sun kissed
look. There are three shades to choose
from light, medium & dark.

WAXING
We want you to have the very best
waxing experience with expertise &
precision. Our unique system offers
maximum hygiene, minimum discomfort
& relaxing aftercare.
All leg waxes include knee & toes
if necessary.
Eyebrow wax

10 mins

€13

Lip or chin wax

10 mins

€10

Lip & chin wax

15 mins

€19

Underarm wax

15 mins

€16

Lower arm wax

15 mins

€22

Full arm wax

25 mins

€25

Abdomen wax

5 mins

€10

Bikini wax

15 mins

€20

Mini Brazilian/
Californian

30 mins

€30

G-string

30 mins

€35

40 mins

€39

Brazilian
(a small strip/
triangle remains)

Hollywood
(totally bare)

40 mins

€42

Half leg wax

15 mins

€22

3/4 leg wax

25 mins

€26

Full leg wax

30 mins

€35

Half leg & bikini

30 mins

€39

Full leg &
bikini wax

45 mins

€49

Half leg & brazilian 45 mins

€60

Full leg & brazilian 60 mins

€70

Back or chest wax

20 mins

€35

Shoulder wax

15 mins

€20

Back & chest wax

40 mins

€55

Back, chest &
shoulders wax

50 mins

€65

First time waxing requires
a 24hr patch test.

TREAT YOUR HANDS
File, buff & polish

20 mins

€20

Take away any unwanted length,
reshape & paint.
Mini manicure

30 mins

€30

Short of time? Then this is the perfect
manicure that includes everything of
a full manicure only in a shorter time.
Full manicure

45 mins

€40

A complete manicure that focuses on
creating the perfect shape, eliminating
the cuticle, replenishing the skin and
achieving the perfect polished finish.

Gelish 2-3 week
manicure

30 mins

€30

Finally a manicure that is guaranteed
to last at least two weeks but even up to
four, we offer over 100 different colours
and have 2 different brands including
our most popular “shellac”.
Our Signature 3 week
manicure including cuticle
work and hydration

€38

Add french finish		
Everlasting polish removal

€2
€7

NAIL ENHANCEMENTS
Fullset of nails		

€59

Refills		
€40
Single nail repair		

€4

Removal of gel nails		

€25

White or colour gels included
in all above prices.
Nail art, glitter &
diamonds from 		

€5

Gelish 3 week polish

€30

Add a callus peel		

€15

Add french polish		

€2

Add diamonds/nailart from

€5

TREAT YOUR FEET
File, buff & polish

20 mins

€20

Take away any unwanted length,
reshape & paint.
Mini pedicure

40 mins

€35

Put a spring back in your step ideal for
clients who are on the run or in between
pedicures, includes foot sanitise, file, buff,
light cuticle work & the perfect polished
finish of your choice.
Pedicure

60 mins

€50

An excellent treatment which will renew
those hard working toes, this pedicure
includes a warm soak, toenails clipped,
reshaped, buffed, a full exfoliation, cuticle
work, renewed heels massage and the
perfect polished finish.

THE CLINIC
The Clinic specialises in the following
skincare treatments

SEMI-PERMANENT MAKE-UP
Semi permanent brows are priced from
€420

Maintenance touch up €50
(Within 8 weeks)

Maintenance top up €120 (Within 1 year)

For treatments over 12-18 months price
on consultation.

VENUS FREEZE
Eye treatment per session

€79

Face per session

€99

Body per session

€110

Areas treated include face, neck,
décollette, back, upper arms, hands,
abdomen, buttocks, thighs & knees.

MICRO-NEEDLING/ADVANCED DERMA PEN
Face including neck per session

€195

Under eye/Upper lip per session

€100

Instant Eye Lift

€75

JULIETTE ARMAND FACIALS
Botox Facial

€95

Filler Facial

€105

IMAGE SKINCARE
Image Signature Facial
€80
Suitable for all new Image fans.
No prior treatment of skin required

The Signature Lift peel
€90
Redness prone skin, dry/ dehydrated,
sensitive or post surgery

Illuminating Facial

€90
€95

Lightening Lift Peel
Pigmentation, age spots, uneven
skin tone, sunspots

€95

Max Stem Cell Facial

Wrinkle Lift Peel
Aging, lines, wrinkles, lax skin

€95

Acne Lift Peel
All forms of acne

€95

Be Clear Facial
All forms of acne

€95

02 Lift Facial
€90
Our redcarpet glow facial, perfect
facial 1 day prior to a big event.
Ormedic Lift Peel
Suitable for everyone even
pregnancy. No prep required

€90

ALUMIER MD PEELS
Glow Peel

€120

Radiant 30

Radiant 20/10

€120

Course price available on request.

€120

IPL HAIR REMOVAL
Lip/Chin/Sides of face/
Underarm/Basic bikini

€30

Californian bikini

€40

G-string bikini

€50

Brazilian/Hollywood/Half leg/Arm €60
Back/Chest

€90

Full leg

€120

IPL Skin treatments for the following skin
conditions and concerns are available:
Skin Rejuvenation | Pigmentation |
Thread vein | Broken capillaries |
Rosacea | Acne
Price on consultation.

COOL LIFTING
Treatment

€100

Add on to treatment

€55

REMOVAL OF MINOR SKIN LESIONS SUCH AS
BROKEN CAPILLARIES, SKIN TAGS, MILIA
Price on consultation.

OTHER TREATMENTS
Diamond Signature Facial

€125

LED light therapy

€55

Microdermabrasion from

€65

Add on to treatment

€30

LED light therapy facial

€80

LIST OF ADD ON LED TREATMENTS:
LED light

€30

Gold mask

€20

Cool lifting

€55
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BODY & MIND
MASSAGE & THERMAL BODY TREATMENTS
Welcome to a new way of thinking
about body treatments! Too often, body
treatments are considered a luxury, or
solely for pampering, and are not treated
as another practise of skin health in the
way that face treatments are. Our thermal
body treatments encourage skin health,
provide the results clients want to see
and leave them feeling insanely great.
Salt scrub		

€40

30 mins

Completely customised to either
energise or reduce stress, this mineral
salt scrub polishes skin to a soft glow
whilst providing critical hydration and
nourishment to the skin. Perfect for all
skin types.
Back, neck &
shoulder massage

€35

30 mins

This tailored massage is customised
and designed solely for the back to
aid relaxation, de-stress the body and
address any imbalances. (p)

Hopi ear candling

€60

45 mins

Hopi ear candling originates from
medical ceremonies performed by a
Native American Indian tribe known as
the Hopis or Peace People. The candle
is actually a cotton tube, impregnated
with beeswax, honey and therapeutic
oils. Hopi ear candles act like a chimney,
drawing away the vapour and any
impurities from within the ear. This in
turn regulates the pressure system within
the ear and the head, making the candle
treatment suitable for many conditions.
(p)
De-stress massage

€70

60 mins

This tailored massage is customised to
de-stress the body and give you ultimate
relaxation. Suitable for men.
Swedish massage

€70

60 mins

A full body, medium to deep pressure
massage that involves stroking and
kneading the soft tissue to induce
relaxation.

Reflexology

€60

Pregnancy massage

€75

60 mins

60 mins

Reflexology is a natural healing art and
is the practice of applying precise hand
and finger pressure to specific points
on the feet to stimulate the body’s own
healing system. These points are believed
to correspond to specific organs and
structures in the body.

This specialised massage is customised
to nourish the skin and relax and repair
the body throughout each stage of
pregnancy. Not recommended in the first
3 months. (p)

Reflexology is a non-invasive, safe, and
effective treatment. Since the feet and/or
hands are the only areas being addressed,
there is never any need for removal of
clothing.
Indian head massage

€40

PLEASE NOTE:
Certain body treatments can not be
carried out during pregnancy, so please
always advise when booking or see
our recommended (p) beside any ideal
pregnancy body treatment or massage.

30 mins

Incorporates the neck, head, face
and shoulders, ideal for relief of tension
headaches, migraine, anxiety and
eye-strain.

PACKAGES
Girls night out

€55

Clinic refresher

Full make-up, lashes and dry-styling

• Diamond signature facial

Debs/party package

• Signature hot oil massage

€99

Shellac hands and toes or fullset of
Polygel. Fullbody tan. Express lashes
Add toes €15 or brows €10
Yummy mummy
Fullbody massage, express facial,
manicure and pedicure €150

€150

€160

If a package of your choice is not listed
contact us and we can help customise
one to suit you.
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